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Electricians link buildings to power. Discover what it takes to work in this challenging field in

Electrician.
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Gr 8 UpÃ¢â‚¬â€•This thoroughly researched, text-heavy series introduces readers interested in

construction to career possibilities and explores the training and skills necessary for the jobs. In

each, four chapters that focus on educational requirements, activities and responsibilities, and

current and future outlooks deliver an honest, realistic look at the profession. Vibrant photos provide

much-needed splashes of color amidst pages of black-and-white text; captions enclosed in yellow

rectangles, blue headings, and a blueprint at the top of each new chapter create a unified design

scheme that allows readers' attention to stay focused on the material. VERDICT Although a bit dry,

this comprehensive series provides a strong introduction to the construction industry.

This is one in the Careers in Construction series. There should be no problematic areas in this title

or any titles in this series for young readers in a school library or public library setting.In this series

Careers in Construction readers will have the opportunity to learn about different positions and jobs

in the construction industry. Each title in the series introduces the job to readers, defines it, provides

a historical world view of the job and provides what people do in the job and what their salaries may

be.This series should meet curriculum standards for art, social studies, and science in most school

systems in the United states.The format of the information and the use of text features and pictures



are the best features of this series. All career or position words are in bold type and can be found in

the glossary at the back of the book. The photographs show a variety of individuals that have that

position, so readers of different racial and ethnic backgrounds see people who look like them in

those positions and careers.Each title in this series will update, diversify and enhance the

collection.The reading level for this series are for students in grades 6th -12th grades and is suitable

for any student or person regardless or age that wants to learn about careers in the construction

industry. All titles of this series, including this one has an e-book version and all include outstanding

photographs, an index, a glossary, bibliography, and a section with further information that readers

can use to learn more. Finally the very last page of each book includes a short biography of the

author.
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